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2019

Feeding Monkeys for Fun: Cross-Species Play in a Japanese Visitor Attraction.

Knight, J., 2019, (Accepted) Oxford: Berghahn. (Interspecies Encounters series)

Research output: Book/Report › Book

2017

Wildlife tourism as crop protection? Double-goal provisioning and the transvaluation of the macaque in postwar Japan


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Block, push or pull? Three responses to monkey crop-raiding in Japan

Human-Animal Relations

The anonymity of the hunt: A critique of hunting as sharing

'Contrasting factors of cause and effect in Japan’s shrinking regions' (co-authored with Christopher Hood and Richard Siddle)

Herding Monkeys to Paradise: How Macaque Troops are Managed for Tourism in Japan
Knight, J., 2011, Leiden: Brill. 630 p. (Human-Animal Studies)

'Rediscovering the place’ (co-authored with Sachie Mizuhata, Naofumi Nakamura, and Philip Seaton)

'The postwar provisioning of macaques for tourism in Japan: the power and the limitations of attraction-based animal management'

The ready-to-view wild monkey: The convenience principle in Japanese wildlife tourism
2009

Making wildlife viewable: Habituation and attraction

Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

2006

Monkey mountain as a megazoo: analysing the naturalistic claims of “wild monkey parks” in Japan

Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

‘Nyūshoku yūki Saibai no hamon: Wakayama Kumano chihō o jirei to shite’. A translation of ‘Organic farming settlers in Kumano’, the paper that appears in Farmers and Village Life in Twentieth Century Japan (see below).

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

2005

ANIMALS IN PERSON: CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON HUMAN-ANIMAL INTIMACIES

Research output: Book/Report › Book

‘Feeding Mr Monkey: cross-species food “exchange” in Japanese monkey parks’

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘Maternal feelings on monkey mountain: cross-species emotional affinity in Japan’

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter
'Remembering the wolf: the reintroduction campaign in Japan'

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding • Chapter

'Wolf reintroduction in Japan?'

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding • Chapter

'Representations of hunting in Japan'

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding • Chapter

WILDLIFE IN ASIA: CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES

Research output: Book/Report • Book

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE AND THE FAMILY IN JAPAN'S AGING SOCIETY

Research output: Book/Report • Book

WAITING FOR WOLVES IN JAPAN: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY OF PEOPLE-WILDLIFE RELATIONS
Knight, J., Mar 2003, Oxford University Press. 296 p.

Research output: Book/Report • Book

'Repopulating the village'

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding • Chapter

'Organic farming settlers in Kumano'

Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding • Chapter
'The problem of gaizai: the view from Japanese forestry villages'


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

'The study of the family in Japan: integrating anthropological and demographic approaches' (co-authored with John W. Traphagan)


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

2002

"‘The Mountain People” as tribal mirror’ (Originally published in Anthropology Today 10 [6]: 1-3)


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘Hunters and hikers: rival recreations in the Japanese forest’


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

2000

NATURAL ENEMIES: PEOPLE-WILDLIFE CONFLICTS IN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE


Research output: Book/Report › Book

From timber to tourism: recommoditizing the Japanese forest


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

‘Indigenous” regionalism in Japan’


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘Culling demons: the problem of bears in upland Japan’

‘From timber to tourism: recommoditizing the Japanese forest’. (Reprint of Development and Change article below.)


‘New “peasants” in Japan’


‘Sharing Suzuki’s rice: commodity narratives in the rural revitalization movement’.


Monkeys on the move: the natural symbolism of people-macaque conflict in Japan


‘The debate on hunting in present-day Japan’


‘The Forest Grant Movement in Japan’


‘The second life of trees: family forestry in upland Japan’

Selling mother's love: mail order village food in Japan


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Wolves in Japan? An examination of the reintroduction proposal


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

‘Japanese war memories’.


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘Tatari: livelihood and danger in upland Japan’.


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘The soil as teacher: natural farming in a mountain village’


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

A tale of two forests: reforestation as discourse in Japan and beyond


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

‘Echoing the past in rural Japan’


Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

On the extinction of the Japanese wolf


Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
‘Making citizens in postwar Japan: national and local perspectives’
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

‘When timber grows wild: the desocialization of Japanese mountain forests’
Research output: Chapter in Book/Report/Conference proceeding › Chapter

Competing hospitalities in Japanese rural tourism
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Municipal matchmaking in rural Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The Royal Anthropological Institute and the popularization of anthropology (co-authored with Gustaaf Houtman)
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Tourist as stranger? Explaining rural tourism in Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

"The Mountain People" as tribal mirror
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Questioning local boundaries: a critique of the "anthropology of locality"
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
Sabetsu o nakusô!: integration education in rural Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The spirit of the village and the taste of the country: rural revitalization in Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The temple, the town office and the migrant: demographic pluralism in rural Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Town-making in rural Japan: an example from Wakayama
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Rural kokusaika? Foreign motifs and village revival in Japan
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

The Danish pavilion in Kyoto: tracing the local career of a World Fair exhibit
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Research output: Contribution to journal › Article

Globalization and new ethnographic localities: anthropological reflections on Giddens' Modernity and Self-Identity
Research output: Contribution to journal › Article
on data from different parts of the world, including New Guinea, Nepal, India, Japan, Greece, Britain, The Netherlands, and Australia. "Animals in Person" documents the existence of relations between humans and animals that, in many respects, recall relations among humans themselves. About the Author. John Knight is Lecturer, Queen’s University of Belfast.